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Brilliance = photons
mm2 ⋅mrad2 ⋅s ⋅0.1% bandwidth

transv. emittance
(=phase space area)

long. emittance

1. many photons 2. small bandwidth 3. low divergence 4. small source 5. short duration

That‘s where LWFA sources excel
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Laser-wakefield acceleration 
-

A back of the envelope approach 
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100-TW class Ti:Sa laser, 
10 Hz

Wavelength = 800 nm
Duration = 30 fs FWHM
Energy = 3 J

Case Study:


Peak power:
area under a Gaussian with 30 fs FWHM duration:




Peak intensity: matched spot size*



*W. Lu et al., PRSTAB 10, 061301 (2007)
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100-TW class Ti:Sa laser, 
10 Hz

Wavelength = 800 nm
Duration = 30 fs FWHM
Energy = 3 J

Case Study:


a0=4 leads to highly relativistics electrons, which in turn 
change the plasma frequency according to:


We can now solve the previous equations iteratively by first 
plugging a0=4 into the expression for λp, and then the 
respective results.








After a few steps (<10) we converge at the following laser and plasma parameters:







!p,rel = !p/
p

h�i with h�i ⇡ 1 + a20/4

ne = 1.2⇥ 1018 cm�3 () �p = 30.6µm () !p = 6.2⇥ 1013Hz

dFWHM = 27µm () w0 = 16.1µm () IL = 1.6⇥ 1019 W/cm2

a0 = 2.75
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10 µm 27
 µ

m


0.9997c

ne=1.3x1018

ne=0

I=1.6x1019 W/cm2

a0=2.75
31

 µ
m


few µm

Er

focusing and accelerating

Er =
mec22⇡

2e�p
r = 1.65⇥ 1011V/m|r=�p/2 ' 344MT/m

Er causes a radial confinement potential of 1.2 MV.
Approx. the same field accelerates electrons. 
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Normalized emittance:
0.14 π mm mrad

Small emittance confirmed experimentally

RMS beam size in Ce:YAG crstal after 30 x 
magnification by the lenses

Weingartner et al., Physi. Rev STAB 14, 052801 (2011)  

Other results: 
Sears et al., Phys. Rev. STAB 13, 0928303 (2010)
G.H. Welsh et al., MOPE 072, IPAC proceedings 2010
S. Fritzler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 92, 165006 (2004)
.....
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Temporal characterization by coherent TR spectroscopy
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Heigoldt et al., Physi. Rev STAB 18, 121302 (2015)  

Other results: 
O. Lundh et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110 065005 (2013)
O. Lundh et al., Nature Physics 7, 219 (2011)
A. Debus et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104 084802 (2010)
J. v. Tilborg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 014801 (2006)
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brilliance
[ph/ (sec mm2 

mrad2 0.1% BW)]

costs (size)
[M€ (meter)]1                  10                    100              1000            
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  107

1011

undulator

deflecting magnet

rotating anode 100 kW,
Bremsstrahlung

average brilliance of laser driven sources

peak brilliance of laser driven sources
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(metal jet) bremsstrahlung 
and line (K-α)-sources

target

filter

plasma

reflectedpulse

attosecondpulse

in
cid

en
t p

ul
se

high harmonic sources

Laser-driven X-
ray sources

„wiggly“ electron - sources

relativistic electron beam +

•  undulator = undulator source, FEL
•  plasma fields = Betatron source
•  laser pulse = Thomson/Compton source
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„Wiggly“ electron X-ray sources: Ingredients: relativistic electron beam +

undulator

undulator radiation, FEL
100‘s eV - keV

λu≈1cm

plasma fields

Betatron radiation
keV – 10‘s keV

λb≈500µm

e-

laser fields

Thomson scattering
10‘s keV - MeV

λl≈1µm

  
λx−ray =

λu

2γ 2 1+ K 2

2
+ γ 2θ 2⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟   

λx−ray =
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4γ 2 1+
a0
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In the plasma fields, electrons can oscillate radially if they start off-axis:   

They oscillate with a wavelength 


that depends on the electrons‘ instantaneous  
relativistic factor and emit radiation at 



where n is the harmonic number, θ the 
observation angle and Kβ the betatron 
strength parameter given by:




 
 

Assume:
500 MeV e- 

rβ=1µm
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leading to a critical 
energy of 10 keV

The number of harmonics is given by the 
critical harmonic number 
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Electron oscillations have been observed... ...and can be controlled

be experimental evidence of collective betatron oscillations
performed by the electrons trapped in the wake. Glinec
et al. [16] have explained similar observations by the
presence of higher-order asymmetric modes of the driving
laser. Mangles et al. [17] created a wave front with coma to
achieve similar results. Our experiments, however, suggest
that the observed oscillations can also be induced by a PFT
in the laser beam. In our configuration, these oscillations
are a direct result of off-axis injection of electrons due to
asymmetric plasma wake fields driven by a tilted laser
pulse. In this case all electrons trapped at a similar localized
off-axis position on a time scale !t shorter than the char-
acteristic evolution time of the PFT (!t ! lR=c) acquire
about the same transverse momentum when oscillating in
the transverse, focusing electric field of the wake. Hence,
they can perform collective betatron motions [see Fig. 4(b)].
In the case of a driver pulse without PFT the plasma wave
and thus the injection region is cylindrically symmetric.

For a quantitative comparison between experiment and
simulation, the simulated mean angular deviation!s of the
self-injected electron bunch was extracted from its trans-
verse momentum in the direction of the PFT. As long as the
transverse focusing fields of the wakefield are present, !s

is mainly determined by the betatron motion of the electron
bunch within the bubble and oscillates from "5 to
20 mrad. The fact that !s oscillates at all reflects the
broken symmetry during injection and the in-phase oscil-
lation of electrons in the bunch. The fact that !s does not
oscillate symmetrically around zero can be attributed to the
shifting wakefield structure. As soon as the laser starts to
deplete, these oscillations are damped to 1–3 mrad. At the
very end of the gas cell, when in our case the laser is
entirely depleted and the wakefield is no longer driven,
the mean angular deviation of the electron bunch stabilizes
at 1.4 mrad, consistent with the deviation of the bubble.
Shortly before laser energy depletion becomes significant
and the bubble structure starts dissolving, the bubble has an
angular offset of 2.6 mrad (d’=d" ¼ 1 #rad=nm, assum-
ing a focal length of 1.54 m). The final net deviation of

1.4 mrad of the electron bunch, after the betatron oscilla-
tions were damped during the propagation through the
residual plasma, is associated with the transverse deviation
of the blowout region and is in reasonable agreement
with the experimental results (4.2 mrad for d’=d" ¼
0:98 #rad=nm).
In summary, we have demonstrated the influence of a

PFT on LWFA. Such a tilt may be used to excite asym-
metric plasma wakes, which can steer electron bunches
away from the initial laser axis. This also implies that
the PFT needs to be carefully monitored if one wants to
avoid this effect. Moreover, the excitation of collective
electron-betatron oscillations by PFT seems feasible.
This is potentially interesting as the collectively oscillating
electrons emit radiation, which may be coherent [18] and
in the keV-energy range (cf. e.g., [19]). Furthermore a
potential knob to tune the radiation wavelength is intro-
duced, as the strength of PFT changes the off-axis dis-
tances for injection (see also [17]). However, further
experimental investigations are necessary to establish
how exactly the PFT changes the properties of betatron
radiation.
This work was funded by TR18, MAP (DFG), and

EURATOM–IPP. The work of J. V., S. F.M., M.M.,
R.A. F., and L.O. S. is partially supported by FCT
(Portugal).
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Measured electron spectra on S2, top: no
PFT in the driver laser, bottom: PFT present. (b) 3D simulation
of extreme case ($0 ¼ 17 fs, d ¼ 5 #m, a0 ¼ 3, ne ¼
17$ 1018 cm"3, d’=d" ¼ 0:008 #rad=nm assuming f ¼
50 cm) showing off-axis injection of electrons into the wakefield
and collective electron-betatron oscillations.
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Fig. 1: Electron spectra showing spectral modulations at high
energy. The horizontal axis gives the electron energy in a
non-linear scale and the vertical direction gives the electron
beam centroid position and the electron divergence at each
energy. The images have been normalized independently and
voluntarily saturated to show the modulation at high energy.
Some undesired very low energy electrons might be visible
(especially for image b, which contains less electrons) on the top
left corner due to an incomplete shielding around the magnets.

energy spectrum is an indication of the modulation of the
beam envelope in real-space coordinates, which is obvious
in the simulations.
Figure 1d) reveals particularly clear oscillations above

40MeV, which indicate that the centroid of the electron
bunch oscillates around the laser axis. This image will be
analyzed in detail in the following. There is a large electron
density below 40MeV and the induced space-charge force
might distort the tail of the plasma wave (i.e. behind
the energetic electrons at the front of the distribution),
which makes the oscillations disappear for lower electron
energies.
These oscillations were not observed during previous

experiments. The origin seem to be related to the parti-
cular experimental conditions for this campaign, and
especially the laser intensity profile which will be discussed
further down.
Among the different physical processes that might

produce such modulations, most do not apply in our
experimental conditions. The electron hosing insta-
bility [14] and the laser hosing instability [15,16] can
modulate the electron beam at the plasma period, but
these instabilities are greatly reduced for electron bunches
shorter than the plasma period [17] and they would
modulate only the back of the electron distribution, i.e.
the less energetic electrons, which does not correspond
to the observations. These effects may explain global

beam deflection, i.e. statistical fluctuations of the beam
pointing but they cannot modulate the beam as observed
experimentally. Apart from these instabilities, the electric
field of the laser cannot explain these modulations
because the polarization of the laser is perpendicular
to the direction of the observed oscillations (see fig. 1).
The betatron oscillations, associated with the transverse
oscillatory motion of the electrons in the plasma cavity,
are the most natural explanation to these observations of
modulations of the electron bunch centroid.
It is then required to check if the observed period of

the modulations is consistent with the expected value for
this physical process. Previous theoretical studies assumed
a constant electron energy [6–8], which cannot describe
the energy gain experienced by the electrons and the final
angle-energy correlation. A description of both the acceler-
ation and the oscillations around the maximum of kinetic
energy has been given using a Hamiltonian description of
the acceleration [18]. Here, we present a different analytic
model of the electron oscillations, in which the equations
of motion have been solved for a single electron in a
constant accelerating field Ez and a radial restoring force
from the ion channel. This assumes that the acceleration
length is very small compared to the dephasing length
(in order to consider the accelerating field constant). We
consider small-angle oscillations (paraxial approximation)
vr≪ vz ∼ βc, where vr and vz are the radial and longitu-
dinal velocity, β the normalized velocity and c the celerity
of light.
The equation of motion for the electrons is written as

m
dγv⃗

dt
= eEz e⃗z −

mω2per

2
e⃗r, (1)

where γ, v⃗, m and e are, respectively, the relativistic
factor, velocity, mass and charge of the electron, ωpe is the
electron plasma frequency, r is the distance of the electron
to the laser axis, e⃗z and e⃗r the unitary longitudinal and
radial vectors, respectively.
The projection of the equation of motion along the two

axis gives the energy gain

γβ =
eEz
mc
t+ γ0β0 (2)

and the physics of the radial oscillations obeys

(ut+ v)
d2r

dt2
+u
dr

dt
+wr= 0, (3)

where u= eEz/(mc), v= γ0β0 and w= ω2p/2. We assume
that the electrons are injected off-axis, with an initial
energy γ0mc2, with their injection velocity parallel to the
propagation axis (r(0) = r0 and dr/dt(0) = 0). An analytic
solution to this differential equation exists and under
the assumption

√
2γ0β0E0/Ez≫ 1, the output angle

θ≈ vr/vz ≈ c−1dr/dt simplifies to

θ(γ) =−θ0
π

(γ0β0)
1/4

(γβ)3/4
sin

!
E0
Ez

"#
2γβ−

#
2γ0β0

$%
, (4)

64001-p2

Y.Glinec et al., Europhys.. Lett. 81 64001 (2008) Popp et al., Phys. Rev.. Lett. 105 215001 (2010)

literature, polarization of the X-ray beam has been predicted by
analysing the far-field distribution of the electrons25

(Supplementary Fig. S2) or X-rays26,27. However, in our
experiments the sub-30 fs laser pulses were slightly shorter than
the excited plasma wavelength and will be further shortened by
an additional longitudinal pulse compression mechanism28.
According to the theory we can then exclude an interaction of
the accelerated electrons with the trailing edge of the laser pulses
(Supplementary Discussion). To analyse the polarization of the
betatron emission we used a single-shot polarimeter (Fig. 2b).
The polarizer is based on two mutually perpendicular, plain
lithium-fluoride (LiF) mosaic crystals. Polarization-sensitive
reflection is realized by fulfilling the Bragg condition at Brewster’s
angle (aB), which is close to 45! for a refractive index of nE1 for
radiation in the X-ray spectral range (see Methods)29. Taking into
account the lattice distance of the LiF crystals, only s-polarized
X-ray radiation at 4.35 keV will be reflected and detected with an
X-ray-sensitive CCD camera. The extinction ratio of the
polarization state measurement between the p-component and the
s-component was calculated to be better than 1:33. The two crystals
are sufficiently far away from the X-ray source (4 m) and sufficiently
close to each other, ensuring a uniform illumination of both crystals.

With this arrangement we are able to simultaneously measure
the amount of horizontally and vertically polarized X-ray
radiation for each laser shot. Having the possibility to measure
the polarization state in a single shot is important to be
insensitive to shot-to-shot fluctuations. This is particularly
important as the output signal depends critically on the exact
position of the nonlinear wave breaking, that is, the electron
injection position and the inevitable intensity fluctuations within
the asymmetric laser focus (Fig. 2c). However, with our
experimental setup we are not only able to measure the
polarization state for each laser shot, but we managed to record
for each shot a shadowgraphic image of the plasma wave, the
electron spectrum, and the transverse electron beam profile in
one dimension. These simultaneously recorded data sets allowed
correlation of the polarization states to the electrons’ energy

spectra. Here we take advantage of the fact that our electron
spectrometer disperses the electron pulse along the horizontal
axis, whereas the signal is spatially resolved in the vertical
direction20. This feature can be used to determine the direction of
the off-axis injection of electrons into the plasma wave by tilting
the pulse front of the laser pulse18. As the X-ray photons are
mainly emitted from high-energy electrons16, it is sufficient to
show the electron spectra only above 60 MeV (Fig. 3). Some shots
show a corrugated trace of the electrons on the scintillating screen
(Fig. 3a–c), while others exhibit a narrow transverse distribution
(Fig. 3d–f). Many results of the laser–plasma interaction will vary
from shot to shot depending on the exact longitudinal and
transverse injection position of the electrons. These include the
net acceleration length of the electrons, their energy, the plane of
the betatron oscillation and the X-ray radiation’s polarization
state. The main contributing effect for our setup is the self-
injection of electrons due to an asymmetric intensity distribution
inside the focal spot, which is likely to vary from shot to shot as
well (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, we can conclude that in our
acceleration regime the betatron polarization state is independent
of the direction of the laser’s polarization state, which was not
changed during the experiment. The laterally smooth electron
distribution can be explained by electrons oscillating mainly in
the horizontal direction, while the corrugated structure indicates
an additional collective wiggling of the electrons in the vertical
direction. For the wiggled electron trace the X-ray signal is
primarily vertically polarized (Fig. 3a–c), whereas for the straight
electron trace we detect mainly horizontally polarized X-rays
(Fig. 3d–f). As the polarization of the emitted betatron radiation
is determined by the plane of oscillation of the electrons injected
into the plasma wave, the measured X-ray polarization provides
us additional information about the injection of the electrons into
the plasma wave.

To overcome the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the polarization
state of the betatron emission it is necessary to control the off-axis
injection of the electrons into the plasma wave. Therefore we
increased the spatio temporal asymmetry within the focal spot by
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Figure 3 | Electron spectra and simultaneously measured X-ray polarization state. Typical single-shot electron spectra on the high-energy scintillating
screen exhibit (a–c) either a corrugated trace (d–f) or are vertically well confined. For the wiggled electron traces (a–c), the X-ray radiation is mainly
vertically polarized (red line) and have only a minor contribution in the horizontal polarization direction (black line). For the vertically confined electron
traces (d–f) the horizontally polarized component dominates. The photon number within only one Bragg peak corresponds to nearly 103 photons per shot.
The shot-to-shot fluctuations are attributed to the asymmetric intensity distribution inside the focal spot, which varies from shot to shot as well.
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For constant γz of the electrons in the plasma (no acceleration),  Esarey et al.* give the 
following expression for the asymptotic on-axis spectrum: 



*E. Esarey et al., Physical Review E 65 1 (2002)
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In reality, the situation is even more complicated:
§ Electrons are accelerated during radiation: γ, λβ, λX-ray, Kβ, nc are non-constant. 
§ Distribution of rβ and E in electron bunch: Further broadening of spectrum.  
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Detection: X-ray CCD as imager and spectrometer (below 30-40 keV)

Imaging mode:

•  Requires many photons/pixel for low-
noise image

•  Spatial resolution given by pixel size 
and projection factor

•  Absorption and phase-contrast imaging 
possible

•  Can be combined with filter-based 
spectrometers to give spectral 
information

Single-hit spectroscopy

•  Guaranteed less than one photon/pixel 
(not more than 1% of pixels see signal)

•  Single pixel value gives energy for 
single photon

•  Histogram of all pixels gives spectrum
•  Spatial resolution given by necessary 

binning for spectrum statistics
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FIG. 4 (color). Processed image produced on the fluorescent
screen as recorded by the CCD camera showing the “betatron”
x rays produced by the plasma (circle at the top) and a vertical
stripe of remnant synchrotron radiation produced by the bend
dipole magnet.

obtain this image, a plasma-off image was subtracted
from a plasma-on image. With the plasma off, the x-rays
producing the fluorescence are generated by synchro-
tron radiation due to all the multipole magnets (not
shown in Fig. 1) upstream of the dipole bend magnet,
bremsstrahlung from the metallic foils, and synchrotron
radiation due to the dipole bend magnet used to separate
the photons from the electrons. With the plasma on, the
fluorescence is generated by x-rays from all the above
mentioned sources and x-rays due to betatron motion in
the plasma. Because of the small initial tilt on the beam,
the beam exits the plasma with a small deflection angle.
This makes perfect subtraction of the contribution of
the downstream dipole bend radiation impossible. Thus
Fig. 4 shows a round spot corresponding to the “betatron”
x-rays and a vertical tail that is left over from subtraction
of this misaligned dipole bend radiation. The FWHM
of the plasma “betatron x-ray” fluorescence image is
approximately 4 mm which gives a full-beam divergence
angle of 1024 rad. The theoretical estimate for the angle
is roughly K!gb " 0.9 3 1024 for the present condition.
Thus the measured angle is in good agreement with
the theory, particularly since the fluorescent image is
dominated by lower energy x-ray photons. These results
are the first observation of plasma betatron radiation in
the x-ray region to our knowledge.

We have shown that an ion channel induced by the beam
can wiggle beam electrons to produce x radiation. Such
a plasma wiggler comprising only a plasma cell offers
simplicity of construction, flexibility in undulator wave-
length, and potential savings of cost over its magnetic
wiggler counterpart in future generation of light sources.
The electron beam hosing instability could ultimately limit
the number of periods of oscillation by causing transverse
breakup of the beam in such a device [18].
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We demonstrate that a beam of x-ray radiation can be generated by simply focusing a single high-
intensity laser pulse into a gas jet. A millimeter-scale laser-produced plasma creates, accelerates, and
wiggles an ultrashort and relativistic electron bunch. As they propagate in the ion channel produced in
the wake of the laser pulse, the accelerated electrons undergo betatron oscillations, generating a
femtosecond pulse of synchrotron radiation, which has keV energy and lies within a narrow
(50 mrad) cone angle.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.135005 PACS numbers: 52.38.Ph, 52.25.Os, 52.38.–r, 52.50.Dg

X-ray radiation has been, ever since its discovery over a
century ago, one of the most effective tools used to
explore the properties of matter for a broad range of
scientific research. To continue delivering x-ray beams
with ever shorter wavelengths and higher brightnesses,
successive generations of large-scale synchrotron facili-
ties have been developed. Despite the remarkable progress
that has been made by synchrotrons, there still exists a
need for a light source that is capable of delivering x rays
with femtosecond pulse duration, in order to provide the
time resolution required to match the speed at which
atomic-scale objects move (10!13 s !h) [1–5]. Laser-driven
light sources based on high-order harmonic generation
have generated collimated beams of radiation with the
required short pulse characteristics, but only with wave-
lengths as short as 10 nm (extreme ultra violet spectral
range) [6]. Laser-driven K! x-ray sources [7–9] radiate
subnanometer wavelength radiation, but not in collimated
beams (instead, with isotropic angular distributions). In
this paper, we discuss an alternative laser-driven light
source capable of generating beams of ultrashort x-ray
radiation, by means of wiggling an electron beam, as in a
synchrotron, but with the laser plasma itself playing this
role of both accelerator and wiggler.

In laser wakefield accelerators, the ponderomotive
force of an intense femtosecond laser pulse generates, as
it propagates in an underdense plasma, a large amplitude
wakefield plasma wave. This wake can break, trap plasma
electrons, and then its large electrostatic field can accel-
erate ultrashort pulse duration electron beams to high
energies (a few hundreds of MeV) on only a millimeter
distance scale [10]. A particularly efficient mechanism
for wakefield generation occurs in the parameter regime
corresponding to ultrashort laser pulses ( " 30 fs), called
the forced laser wakefield regime, which has been studied

experimentally [11] as well as with 3D particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations [11,12]. In this regime the wake has an
electron-density depression right behind the laser pulse,
leading to the formation of an ion column [13–15]. This
charge displacement results in a strong radial electrostatic
field. As the relativistic electrons propagate through these
fields, they can undergo oscillations— called betatron
oscillations—at a frequency given by !b # !p=

!!!!!!

2"
p

(Figure 1). Here !p is the plasma frequency and " the
relativistic factor of the electron. As in a conventional
synchrotron, this oscillatory relativistic transverse mo-
tion produces a collimated x-ray beam [13,14,16]. But,
because the wavelength of the wiggler can be much
shorter in a laser-plasma interaction (micron-scale

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the syn-
chrotron x-ray source based on the betatron oscillation of a
relativistic electron in a laser-produced ion channel. Electrons
of the bunch experience the transverse electrostatic field of the
channel; they make betatron oscillations and emit a femto-
second and collimated beam of synchrotron radiation in the x-
ray region. The figure shows a trajectory of an individual
electron because the electrons of the bunch oscillate incoher-
ently (all the phases are individual and uncorrelated).
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length) than in a synchrotron based on fixed magnets
(centimeter-scale length), the distance required to pro-
duce a bright x-ray beam is much shorter (on the scale of
millimeters, rather than 10 m); the required energy of the
electron beam is also much lower (MeV, rather than GeV).

The characteristics of the radiation depend strongly on
the amplitude r0 of the betatron oscillation. For near-axis
oscillations, the radiation is emitted at the fundamental
wavelength given by ! ! !b="2"2#, where !b is the beta-
tron wavelength. When the amplitude of the betatron
oscillation becomes large (a few microns), high harmon-
ics are radiated, and the resulting broadband spectrum is
extended up to a critical energy !h!c$eV% ! 5&
10'21"2ne$cm'3%r0$#m% after which it drops exponen-
tially. ne is the electron density of the plasma and !c is
the critical frequency. The critical frequency is given by
the relation !c ! "3=2#"2jF?j="mc#, where F2

? ! F2
x (

F2
y is the square of the transverse force acting on relativ-

istic electrons. The radiation is emitted in the forward
direction within a cone of angle K=", where K is the
strength parameter of the plasma wiggler given by K !
2$""r0#=!b ! 1:33& 10'10"0:5n0:5e $cm'3%r0$#m%. The
average number of photons with the mean energy !h!c
emitted by one electron is given by N& ! 5:6&

10'3N0K, where N0 is the number of betatron oscillations
accomplished by the electron.

To get a better description of the x-ray properties, we
have simulated the laser-plasma interaction in this high-
laser-intensity regime with a 3D PIC code [17], which has
been modified to properly model the synchrotron emis-
sion. In the code, we suppose that at any given moment of
time, the relativistic electron emits, along its momentum
direction, a radiation spectrum defined by the universal
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FIG. 2 (color online). The numerically predicted synchrotron
spectrum from the plasma with density ne ! 1& 1019 W=cm2

after 3 mm propagation distance. The distribution gives the
number of x-ray photons emitted within 0.1% of the energy
bandwidth (" !h! ! 10'3 !h!) per solid angle, 2$ sin%d%. The
inset represents the x-ray flux obtained experimentally, inte-
grated over the beam divergence and in the spectral band-
widths determined by (1) 25 #m Be filter (1<E< 10 keV),
(2) 25 #m Be filter (40 #m Al filter (4<E< 10 keV), and
(3) 25 #m Be filter (25 #m Cu filter (6<E< 10 keV).

FIG. 3 (color). Angular distribution of the radiation for x-ray
energies beyond 1 keV. (a) The measurement is made for ne !
1019cm'3 in the horizontal plane. Each point corresponds to an
average value over ten shots. The dotted line represents the
result obtained from the 3D PIC simulation. (b) Spatial profile
of the x-ray beam at ne ! 8& 1018cm'3. The corresponding
lineout graphics, where the shadow of a nickel grid placed in
the beam appears, provides the radiation source size in the
transverse directions. We obtain a source size of 20 #m&
20 #m.
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betatron beam profile:

ne =9.4x1018 e/cm3 ne =7.4x1018 e/cm3  ne =1.1x1019 e/cm3 

QTot = 85pC QTot = 190 pC QTot = 510 pC

σx =2.2 ± 0.1 mrad
σy =2.4 ± 0.1 mrad

σx =3.0 ± 0.2 mrad
σy =4.4 ± 0.4 mrad

σx =4.9 ± 0.3 mrad
σy =7.0 ± 0.8 mrad
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spectrum reconstruction

algorithm

Different filter thickness 
Different CCD counts


Increasing thickness of Al 
foils 10-620 um

Sidky et al, J. Appl. Phys. 97, 124701 (2005)
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reconstructed Betatron spectrum

Spectra convoluted with 20 um Al
--- Synchrotron spectra
--- mean of the reconstructed spectra
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Comparison

with Al-cake

Single hit spectroscopy with low charge bunches

Histogram

X-Ray
CCD

Low ne shot

Q~ 1pC
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Angular resolved photon energy

average

single shot
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!

source size

Position on X-Ray CCD (µm) 

spectrum

assuming a 5-fs pulse duration, this infers a peak brilliance of 
2 x 1022 ph/(s2mm2mrad2 0.1% bandwidth)

Betatron radiation source characteristics

peaks at 5.5 keV best fit 1.7 µm

J. Wenz et al., Nat. Comm. 6 7568 (2015)
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Betatron applications:    1. LWFA diagnostic
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Poor man‘s plasma diagnostics:
Electron injection: 
§ How large is injection radius? 
§  Is injection polarization dependent?

→ Knife-edge diffraction directly yields average betatron radius rβ. With r0 = rβ γ1/4 * follows 
injection radius r0. 
Similar information by analysis of spectrum and spectrum model simulations retrieved by**
(not quite so poor man-wise...) 

Transverse fields: 
§ How strong are transverse wakefields?
§ What is the average wiggling parameter?

→ Beam divergence is K/γ. From measured beam divergence and measured spectrum 
(and some modeling) one gets effective K and effective fields. Unisotropy givens 
information on wiggling (and injection) plane.


*S. Corde et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 85 1 (2013) 
**F. Albert et al., Phys. Rev. E 77 056402(2008)
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plate) and the response function of each detector channel.
In the plasma, the electron oscillation radius damps as it is
accelerated up to its final energy, and the spectrum critical
energy is not constant throughout the trajectory. A detailed
analysis (red solid curve) takes this into account and the
spectrum (inset) is calculated numerically as follows. First,
the trajectory is calculated by solving Eq. (1) with a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm. All parameters and initial
conditions needed to solve Eq. (1), except for the initial
oscillation radius r0, are determined by the experimental
conditions. The electron density is ne ¼ 6" 1018 cm#3,
! ¼ 0:763, the electron final energy is 268 MeV (" ’
520), and the electron initial energy is "! ¼ !0=

ffiffiffi
3

p
!p ¼

9:85 [14], which is the Lorentz factor corresponding to the
phase velocity of the plasma wave. In our simulation, we
use 1500 time steps (with each step dt ¼ 0:4=!p) for the
whole trajectory. At each time step, the corresponding on-
axis (# ¼ 0) spectrum is calculated with Eq. (2) and accu-
mulated over the whole trajectory. We adjust the initial
radius to r0 ¼ 5 $m so that it fits the upper part of the error
bars in our data. An upper bound r0 ¼ 5 $m is consistent
with previous measurements [17,18,23]. The other spectra
shown in inset are calculated using the function
ð!=!cÞ2K2

2=3ð!=!cÞ (Eq. (3) for # ¼ 0 and fixed arbitrary

") with parameters @!c ¼ 15 keV and @!c ¼ 20 keV.
This is equivalent to a spectrum produced by a single
electron oscillating with a constant amplitude and energy
(no acceleration). This simple model estimates the on-axis
spectrum critical energy @!c & 15–20 keV (peak energy
of 7.5–10 keV).

The second step is to retrieve the spatial orientation
of the electron trajectories. Equation (2) is used to

self-consistently match the observed spatial and spectral
profiles. The experimental (recorded on IPa) and simulated
beam profiles are shown in Fig. 3(a). Their shape is not
completely elliptical as one would expect from a single
electron oscillating about the axis [18]. To reproduce the
experimental profile using a single particle trajectory track-
ing method, we use Eq. (2) to map the full spatial and
spectral distribution of the betatron radiation. Using a
least-squares fitting method, the orientation of electron
trajectories for four groups of electrons is adjusted until
the simulated beam profile matches the experiment. For the
simulation, the particles are distributed on a circle of radius
r0 ¼ 5 $m in the transverse (x, y) plane with angular steps
of %=30. Here # ¼ 0 is along the x axis, the laser is
polarized along y (# ¼ %=2). In Fig. 3(b), we show this
number of electrons as a function of #, and for four groups
of electrons with different final energies representative of
the overall measured spectrum displayed in Fig. 1 (with
extrapolation for the lower electron energies). This range
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FIG. 2 (color online). X-ray spectrometer signal (dots with
error bars), in channels 1–6 (photostimulated luminescence
[PSL] per pixel). Calculated dose (normalized to the first data
point) for betatron spectra with critical energies of 15 and
20 keV (dotted and dashed lines, respectively) and radiation
produced by an electron injected 5 $m off-axis and accelerated
up to 268 MeV (red solid line). The inset shows the inferred
normalized energy distribution spectrum for each case. Peak
energy is shown for the spectrum with @!c ¼ 20 keV.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Measured and simulated betatron
x-ray beam profiles, recorded on IPa, scanned with a 200 $m
pixel size. LP indicates the laser polarization direction. The
number of electrons around the propagation axis (positive z
direction) is shown in (b) for four distinct groups of electrons
accelerated up to " ¼ 100, 200, 440, and 520 (dashed, dotted,
solid, and dot-dashed lines, respectively). # ¼ 0 is along the x
(vertical) axis and the laser is polarized along # ¼ %=2 rad (y
horizontal axis). (c) Sample three-dimensional trajectories are
shown for the four groups of electrons in the plasma.
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of energies is due to the fact that the electron spectrum is
not monoenergetic and that electrons were injected into the
wake at different times. The resulting three-dimensional
reconstruction of electron trajectories in the plasma is
shown in Fig. 3(c) for the same four groups of electrons.
For each trajectory, the dephasing length is Ldp ¼ 0:29 cm,
and electrons injected later into the wake end with a lower
final energy. This reconstruction is specific to our model, in
which we assume (i) complete blowout, (ii) electrons
trapped in only the first bucket of the wake, and
(iii) cylindrical symmetry in the radial focusing forces.
Several factors can explain the anisotropy observed in the
electron distribution in Fig. 3(b). In our case, the high-
energy particles oscillate primarily along the laser polar-
ization direction. This is suggestive of these particles
gaining energy from the wakefield and interacting with
the transverse laser field [33]. The lower-energy particles
have a more isotropic distribution around the propagation
axis possibly because they are injected into the wake at a
later time, when the laser pulse has already undergone
substantial longitudinal pulse compression [34]. At ne ¼
6" 1018 cm#3 and for a laser power P ¼ 44 TW (50%
coupling efficiency), the dephasing length Ldp½cm% ’
ðP½TW%Þ1=6ð1018½cm#3%=neÞ4=3 ’ 0:2þ0:13

#0:04 cm is shorter
than the length of the gas cell, and the most energetic
electrons may interact with the back of the laser pulse to
oscillate primarily in the direction of laser polarization.
However, other effects, such as pulse front tilt [35],
have also been shown to strongly influence the direction
of the electron oscillations and subsequent betatron
radiation [36].

Finally, we compare the experimental angular depen-
dence of the betatron x-ray spectrum with the angular
dependence of the spectrum calculated from the trajecto-
ries of Fig. 3(c). Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak
x-ray energy with the observation angle, and the latter is
defined in the inset. For each observation angle, we mea-
sure the dose in channels 1–6 of the detector and fit with
the function ð!=!cÞ2K2

2=3ð!=!cÞ following the same

method and peak energy definition as in Fig. 2. The error
bars reflect the range of peak energies that fit the measured
spectrum. We measure similar trends (decrease of peak
energy from )10 keV on axis to lower values at higher
observation angles) on shots done with similar laser ener-
gies and plasma conditions. The experimental data of
Fig. 4 are then fitted with two different theoretical spectra
obtained from (i) the synchrotron radiation asymptotic
limit [Eq. (3)] where @!c ¼ 20 keV is fixed and ! is the
observation angle and (ii) the spectrum emitted by the
multiple trajectories of Fig. 3(c), calculated from Eq. (2)
where the vector ~n is adjusted with the observation angle.
As seen in Fig. 4, the simple model does not reproduce the
experimental angular dependence of the x-ray spectrum
because it assumes that electrons oscillate along only one
direction. Although the most energetic particles primarily

oscillate along the laser polarization axis, a larger number
of lower-energy electrons oscillate with a wider range of
angles in the transverse plan. This results in a softer
decrease of the peak x-ray energy with increasing obser-
vation angles.
In conclusion, we have shown that experimental obser-

vations of the angular dependence of the betatron spectrum
can be explained by taking into account the oscillations of
accelerated electrons with an anisotropic electron energy
distribution in a LWFA. In the future, this technique can be
further improved to take into account the angular spread,
injection phase, and spread in the injection radius, thereby
making the betatron radiation a powerful single-shot self-
probe of the LWFA. Characterizing the angular depen-
dance of the betatron x-ray spectrum is important for
near-term single-shot HED experiments using pump-
probe, scattering, imaging, and spectroscopic techniques
where spatially-resolved spectral mapping of the beam is
needed.
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Peak experimental betatron x-ray energy
as a function of the angle of observation (dots with error bars).
The spectrum was measured on axis and at 7, 14, and 28 mrad
corresponding to respective vertical positions 1, 2, 3, 4 indicated
in the inset showing the beam profile on the first spectrometer
channel. The two curves show the theoretical peak energy for
Eq. (3) (dashed line) and the full set of electron trajectories
(dotted line).
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Figure 5. Experimental x-ray beam profiles (left) recorded on x-ray CCD for energies larger than
2 keV and numerical simulations of the x-ray beam profiles for (a) x0 = 1.2 µm, px = 0, py = 2.7
and γ = 200, (b) x0 = 1.2 µm, px = 0, py = 0 and γ = 200 and (c) integration over 12 electron
trajectories with py = 0 and electrons initially distributed on a circle of radius 1.2 µm. The right
part of the figure shows the same profiles calculated when the electron is accelerated up to 150 MeV
over 500 µm.

force to calculate the motion of the electron is considered (γ is constant). In the case L = 0,
the electron has a two-dimensional oscillating motion across the axis in the plane defined by
(z⃗, r⃗0). In the general case L ̸= 0, a three-dimensional elliptical motion is described. And
finally, in the particular case L ̸= 0 where p⃗0 and r⃗0 are perpendicular, the trajectory is circular
and the radius of curvature is constant. The spatial distribution of betatron radiation produced
by a single electron is calculated by integrating dI/d"dω [18], with d" the unit solid angle,
over frequencies as a function of the direction of observation. The radiation is emitted in
the direction of the electron momentum. Radiation globally consists of an elliptical beam
with a width 1/γ and divergences θx = Kx/γ and θy = Ky/γ in the (x⃗, z⃗) and (y⃗, z⃗) planes,
respectively, where Kx and Ky are the wiggler strength parameters along the x⃗ and y⃗ directions.
Measurement of the spatial distribution of betatron x-ray radiation thus provides the electron
momentum during their oscillations in the wakefield cavity. It also gives information regarding
the initial conditions of electron injection that determines the type of trajectory.

The left part of figure 5 presents typical x-ray spatial distributions ((a) and (b)) recorded on
a cooled x-ray CCD camera (6.2 × 6.2 cm-Roper Scientific) 50 cm away from the interaction
point. The figures displayed correspond to similar laser and target parameters (laser: 1.5 J,
30 fs and He gas at ne = 1019 cm−3). The differences arise from the fluctuations of this highly

7

Albert, F. et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 50, 124 008 (2008)

Albert, F. et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 235 004 (2013)

Detailed electron trajectory modelling can match the experimental X-ray profiles
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating the principle of the method and
how the z-axis, and the functions rcap(θ) and rshadow(θ) are defined.

is an image of the transverse orbits of the electrons in the
wakefield [5]. Here, we will use the betatron radiation to obtain
information on the laser–plasma interaction in the wakefield
cavity.

The method relies on the measurement of the position
and the longitudinal extension of the betatron x-ray emission.
To do this, the x-ray shadow of an aperture mask positioned
close to the source is measured. The principle of the method
is shown on figure 2. The size of the aperture shadow on
the x-ray image allows one to determine the x-ray emission
longitudinal position in the plasma, while the intensity gradient
of the edge of the shadow yields the emission length. Because
the x-ray emission position and length are closely connected
to the electron injection position and the acceleration length,
this measurement provides an insight into the interaction.

The experiment was conducted at Laboratoire d’Optique
Appliquée with the ‘Salle Jaune’ Ti : Sa laser system, which
delivers 0.9 J of laser energy on target with a full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) duration of 35 fs and a linear polarization.
The laser pulse was focused by a 1 m focal length spherical
mirror at the entrance of a capillary. The FWHM focal spot
size was 22 µm, and using the exact intensity distribution in the
focal plane we found a peak intensity of 3.2 × 1018 W cm−2,
corresponding to a normalized amplitude of a0 = 1.2. The
target was a capillary with a diameter of dcap = 210 µm and
a length of 15 mm, filled with hydrogen gas whose backing
pressure ranges from 50 to 500 mbar. The x-ray beam profile
was measured using an x-ray CCD camera with 2048 × 2048
pixels of size 13.5 µm × 13.5 µm, situated at D = 73.2 cm
from the capillary exit and protected from the laser light by a
20 µm Al filter. Electrons were characterized using a focusing-
imaging spectrometer [26].

Because the betatron emission has a divergence larger than
the opening angle associated with the capillary exit, the exit
acts as an aperture mask that clips the x-ray beam [27]. This
is illustrated in figure 3, which displays different x-ray beam
profiles measured during the experiment. The shape of the
capillary exit (the capillary is made of two sapphire plates
with half-cylindrical grooves, which are slightly misaligned
here) is visible in the x-ray images, but with different sizes.
Depending on the longitudinal position of the x-ray source,
zX, the capillary exit shadow size varies on the camera,
because the opening angle associated with the capillary exit
changes. Hence, the measured x-ray profiles allow us to

determine the longitudinal position of the x-ray source in
the capillary. If x-rays were emitted from a point source,
the edge of the shadow will be perfectly sharp, while for a
finite source size, the edge presents a finite gradient, which
depends on the transverse and longitudinal extension of the
x-ray source. In previous experiments, the transverse source
size of the x-ray source was measured to be on the order of
1–2 µm or less [5, 6, 8, 13, 15, 22–25]. For our experimental
set-up, we found that all x-ray images present gradients much
larger than those induced by a transverse size of 1–2 µm (for
zX = 5 mm, a transverse source size of 1 µm gives the same
gradient as a longitudinal extension of 100 µm), and therefore
the gradient length is dominated by the longitudinal extension
of the source. X-rays can thus be considered as being emitted
by a longitudinal source line, and the measurement of the
gradient length in the x-ray images yields the extension of
this x-ray source line. In the following, we use a cylindrical
coordinate system (r, θ, z) whose z-axis is the source line
axis. If zentrance = 0 corresponds to the entrance of the
capillary and zexit = 15 mm to the exit, then the x-ray emission
position is given for rcap(θ) ≪ rshadow(θ) by zX ≃ zexit −
rcap(θ)D/rshadow(θ), where rcap(θ) (respectively rshadow(θ)) is
the radial distance between the z-axis and the capillary edge
(respectively the shadow edge) in the direction defined by
the angle θ (see figure 2), and D is the distance between
the capillary exit and the observation plane. For a perfectly
circular capillary exit and a line source on the capillary axis,
rcap(θ) simplifies to dcap/2, but a more general capillary exit
shape and an arbitrary position or orientation of the line source
can be represented by the function rcap(θ).

Assuming the betatron x-ray beam profile without the
mask is constant on the gradient scale length (a reasonable
approximation for our experimental results), the signal profile
reads

S(r, θ) =
! zexit

z(r,θ)

dI (z′)

dz′ dz′, (1)

for z(r, θ) = zexit − rcap(θ)D/r ∈ [zentrance, zexit]. In
equation (1), dI (z′) is the x-ray signal originated from the
emission between z′ and z′ +dz′, S(r, θ) is the signal measured
at a given position (r, θ) on the detector and rcap(θ) is the
radial distance between the z-axis and the capillary edge in the
direction defined by the angle θ (see figure 2). Equation (1)
can be understood as follows. For a position (r0, θ0) on the
detector, rays coming from z′ < z(r0, θ0) are blocked by the
capillary exit, and therefore the signal measured at (r0, θ0)

is the sum of the signal emitted between z(r0, θ0) and zexit.
Taking the derivative of equation (1), the longitudinal profile
of the x-ray emission dI (z)/dz can be expressed as a function
of the signal radial profile in the detector plane S(r, θ):

dI (z)

dz
= −∂S(r(z, θ), θ)

∂r

r(z, θ)2

rcap(θ)D
, (2)

where r(z, θ) = rcap(θ)D/(zexit −z). If δz is the characteristic
emission length and δr(θ) the characteristic intensity gradient
length, then δz = δr(θ)(zexit −zX)2/(rcap(θ)D) for δz/(zexit −
zX) ≪ 1. This implies that rcap(θ) ∝ δr(θ). As a
consequence, the measurement of the intensity gradient in
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Figure 3. X-ray beam profiles measured for different emission positions in the plasma. The imprint of the capillary exit in the x-ray beam
profile allows one to deduce the x-ray emission longitudinal position zX in the plasma. Each x-ray image has a 2.76 cm × 2.13 cm size, and
the camera is situated at D = 73.2 cm from the capillary exit. The x-ray image (d) shows two different emission positions in the plasma,
respectively, at 4.6 mm and 6.7 mm from the entrance.

the image plane δr(θ) yields the longitudinal length of the
x-ray emission, δz. The full emission profile dI (z)/dz can
be retrieved from ∂S/∂r using equation (2). Lastly, the
transverse displacement of the shadow and the asymmetry of
δr(θ) provide information on the orientation and transverse
position of the source line. For example, we observed during
an experimental run a vertical low drift of the line source which
was correlated with a low vertical drift of the laser pulse. The
asymmetry observed on some shots in δr(θ) (see figure 3(b))
also confirms that the large intensity gradients observed in
figure 3 are not originated from the transverse source size of
the betatron emission, since a transverse extension can only
lead to symmetrical intensity gradients.

4. Application to a gas cell laser–plasma accelerator

We studied the influence of the plasma electron density ne on
the x-ray emission position zX and longitudinal extension δz,
using the capillary as a steady-state-flow gas cell. No x-rays are
observed for electron density below 1.5 × 1019 cm−3, and the
x-ray signal is increasing from the threshold at 1.5×1019 cm−3

up to 2.5 × 1019 cm−3. Under these conditions, we observed
broadband electron beams with energies from 100 to 400 MeV,
with sometimes some mono-energetic components, and charge
in the few tens of pC range. Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of
zX and δz with respect to ne. The position zX of the beginning
of the x-ray emission varies from 4.1 to 2.7 mm when ne

increases from 1.5 × 1019 to 2.5 × 1019 cm−3. This behavior
can be understood by the modification of the laser propagation
in the plasma. When the density increases, the laser pulse self-
focuses and self-steepens more quickly and toward a smaller
transverse spot size [28]. As a result, it attains sufficiently
large a0 to trigger electron trapping in a smaller propagation
distance. Moreover, electron self-injection is facilitated at
high density, due to the stronger wakefield amplitude and the
reduced wake velocity and wave-breaking threshold, which
could also contribute to an x-ray emission beginning sooner
for high density.

The x-ray peak intensity is plotted in figure 4(b) as a
function of the emission length δz (in this figure the electron
density is not constant). The x-ray signal is clearly increasing
with the emission length, in a nearly linear way. It shows that
one of the key parameters for increasing the x-ray signal in
our configuration is actually the emission length. Figure 4(d)
shows that the peak of dI (z)/dz depends weakly on ne. As a
result, variations of the emission length are the main source of
x-ray signal changes. This conclusion is supported by the fact

that in the experiment, the electron peak energy was observed
to be a weak function of ne.

Figure 4 also shows that the emission length δz depends on
the electron density ne. It increases from 430 to 810 µm when
the electron density varies from 1.5×1019 to 2.5×1019 cm−3.
Further, at high density, the x-ray emission length extends
well beyond the dephasing and depletion lengths (the orders of
magnitude are, respectively, Ld ∼ 200 µm and Lpd ∼ 500 µm
for ne = 2.5×1019 cm−3 considering Lu’s model [18]). This is
counter-intuitive since we expect the interaction to finish faster
and the total interaction distance and the emission length to be
reduced at higher densities, because both the dephasing and
depletion lengths decrease with ne. A possible explanation
for that experimental observation relies on the transition from
a laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) to a plasma wakefield
accelerator (PWFA) [29] in which the wakefield is excited
by a particle beam [30]. At higher densities, the laser pulse
amplitude a0 attains a higher value, allowing higher amplitude
plasma wakefields and stronger electron self-injection. A
sufficiently dense injected and accelerated electron beam
can pursue the wakefield excitation after the laser pulse has
depleted, increasing the total interaction distance and the x-ray
emission length. Since this mechanism needs dense electron
beams, it will be facilitated at a higher density where the
injection is stronger.

To check this scenario, we performed particle-in-cell
simulations with the Calder-Circ code [31]. This code uses
a Fourier decomposition of the electromagnetic fields in the
azimuthal direction. The first two modes are retained, which
allows us to describe the linearly polarized laser field and a
quasicylindrical wakefield. The normalized laser amplitude
was a0 = 1.1, the FWHM focal spot width was 22 µm and
the FWHM pulse duration was 35 fs. We simulated the high
density case, ne = 2.5 × 1019 cm−3, and found a similar x-ray
emission longitudinal profile as in the experiment [32], with
an emission extending well beyond the depletion length. At a
late time, where the laser amplitude is strongly reduced (from
a maximum of a0 ! 4 to a0 " 2), x-ray emission still occurs.
Figures 5(a) and (b) show the simulated wakefield at this late
time, where the ionic cavity (a) and the strong focusing force
(b) applied to the electrons are visible. To verify that, at this
late time, the wakefield is mainly excited by the electron beam
itself and not anymore by the laser pulse, we simulated the
wakefield excited by the laser pulse only. To do so, the laser
pulse was extracted from the simulation and re-injected in a
homogeneous plasma. Figures 5(c) and (d) show the result:
the laser pulse is unable to excite a strong transverse wakefield,
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Betatron applications:    2. Imaging
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conventional CT phase contrast CT

Slices through a mouse thorax using equal radiation dose.

heart

lung

Phase-contrast CT allows excellent soft-tissue discrimination

(F. Pfeiffer)
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Results extremely important for :!
Designing future accelerators!
Compact X ray source (Thomson, Compton, Betatron, or FEL)!
Applications (chemistry, radiotherapy, medicine, material science, 
ultrafast   phenomena studies, etc...)

Courtesy of K. Krushelnick

Wakefield 

Pump beam  Injec2on  
beam 

Perspectives

V. Malka et al., Nature Physics 4 (2008)!
E. Esarey et al. , Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 1229 (2009)

S. Fourmaux et al., !
Opt. Lett. 36, 13 (2011)

S. Kneip et al., Appl. Phys. !
Lett. 99, 093701 (2011)

First X rays betatron !
contrast images

S. Corde et al., Rev. of Modern Physics 85, 1 (2013)

http://loa.ensta.fr/ UMR 7639 

HELL Experimental Platform - Detailed Used Requirements Workshop !
Institute of Physics of the Academy of Science, Praha Czech Republic, January 28 (2014) !
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Are betatron beams any good for applications?*
→ Single-shot phase contrast imaging 
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Det.

 ω̂t

s
object

Tomography: Line projections and Radon transform:

Parametrize each point on ray by a 
normal unit vector w, distance to 
rotation center t and longitudinal 
position s:

  
f !x( ) = f

!
ωt + s

!
ω⊥( )

x

Then the Radon transform yields a representation of the 
object function f in the variables t and w:

   
Rf t,ω( ) = f (x)dx =

x⋅ω=t
∫ f

!
ωt + s

!
ω⊥( )ds

−∞

∞

∫
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Tomography: •  Projections are (n-1)-dim. distribution 
functions representing the line integrals of 
the n-dim. density distribution along each 
ray path.

•  The set of projections under different angles 
α constitute a sinogram:
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Reconstruction: Inversion of Radon transform: Overlapping backprojections

2 angles 360 angles

unfiltered filtered 

  
f = 1

4π
R# H d

dt
Rf( )

Filtered backprojection formula:

backproj. 
operator

Hilbert 
transform

filter

  
H y( ) = 1

π
f x( )
y − x

dx
−∞

∞

∫
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propagation-based phase-contrast imaging 

The intensity distribution on the det-
ector is a result of wavefront distortions 
introduced by phase object. The 
Transport of Intensity Equation relates 
sample thickness to measured inten-
sity distribution:

   

T !r( ) = − 1
µpoly

× ln IFT

FT I v u ⋅
!r( )( )

I0

1+
v −u( )δpoly

v u µpoly

!
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δpoly and μpoly are polychromatic refraction 
and absorption coefficients, respectively
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The transport-of intensity-equation (TIE) relates the edge-enhanced image at the 
detector (a) to the phase map of the insect (b) 

tomographic reconstruction of 2-D 
projections yields cuts through sample 
(edge anhancement (a) and phase 
images (b,c))
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3D rendering of the fly (with S. Schleede, F. Pfeiffer et al., TUM)

•  Demostrates suitability for high-resolution imaging (well below 1 mm) for an all-
optical source

•  Photon energies for human diagnosis require 10J-class laser, long scan times.

J. Wenz et al., Nat. Comm. 6 7568 (2015)
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Bone Tomography

• Trabecular/cancellous bone - intricate spongy 
internal structure

• Efficient distribution of mechanical stress 
throughout bone volume

• Very high surface area to volume ratio – site of 
intense bone remodelling

by courtesy of S.P.D. Mangles
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X-rays produced on Astra Gemini are ideal for imaging these bone 
samples

by courtesy of S.P.D. Mangles
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Tomographic 3D reconstruction
of human trabecular bone

by courtesy of S.P.D. Mangles
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Tomographic 3D reconstruction
of human trabecular bone • Voxel size: 4.8×4.8×4.8 μm

– Limited by geometric 
magnification

– Resolution ≃ 50 μm
• Total scan time 4 hours

– @ 10 Hz laser operation this 
image could be achieved in 3.6 
seconds 

• Total dose ≃ 40 mGy
– potential for in-vivo studies

• Data quality already suitable for 
studies of osteoporosis 

by courtesy of S.P.D. Mangles

Cole, J. M., Wood et al. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 58(1), 014008 (2016)
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Betatron applications:    3. ultrafast studies
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Shock Imaging Setup 

Wakefield driver: (12.2 +/- 0.3) J, 45 fs, 800 nm. 
Shock driver: (15.7 +/- 1.0) J, 1.5 ns, 800 nm.  

Max Intensity ≈ 2x1013 Wcm-2. Material Pressure ≈ 10-20 GPa. 
Target magnification = 29.  

Variable betatron probe delay. 
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Shock Imaging Setup 

1.7mm 

30o 

τ ≈ 1.5ns 
E ≈ 15J 

cΔt 

200μm 

To CCD. M = 29 

X-ray images of ‘cold’ targets 

Shock driver 
pulse 

Betatron x-ray 
beam 

50 μm 

Single 
crystal 
Si 
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Time Series Compared to Simulation 

Ran FLASH simulations for  using experimental drive spatial profile, but at normal 
incidence rather than 30o. 
 
Simulated 2 ns top hat pulse whereas the experimental pulse was more complicated. 
 
FLASH neglects material strength. 
 
 
 

Δt = 3.4 ns Δt = 5.2 ns Δt = 7.4 ns Δt = 12.3 ns 

J. Wood, S.P.D. Mangles, Z. Najmudin, private communication
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wakefield + electrons 
colliding laser pulse 

X-ray beam 

Thomson scattering radiation 
K. Khrennikov, J. Wenz + L. Veisz group et al. 
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Experimental setup 

driver:    1.2 J, 28 fs, 4.2x1019 W/cm2 (a0=4.4) 
colliding pulse:  0.3 J, 28 fs, 1.8x1018  W/cm2 (a0=0.9) 
 
Electron beam size at interaction point decreases from 30 µm at 15 MeV to 17 
µm at 45 MeV  
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Hard X-Rays recorded with an intensified camera
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X-ray energy matches expectations from electron energy 

nominal a0=0.9  
(for perfect collision) 
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Thank you!



Betatron 
(Rousse et al., 2004), (Kneip et al., 2010), (Albert et al., 2008), (L. M. Chen et al., 2013), 
(Wenz et al., 2015), (Cole et al., 2016),(Fourmaux et al., 2011), (Cipiccia et al., 2011), 
(Schnell et al., 2012) 

Thomson/Compton 
(Schwoerer, Liesfeld, Schlenvoigt, Amthor, & Sauerbrey, 2006), (Powers et al., 2013), 
(Sarri et al., 2014), (Ta Phuoc et al., 2012), (S. Chen et al., 2013), (Khrennikov et al., 
2015) 

Undulator sources 
(Anania et al., 2014),(Fuchs et al., 2009),(Schlenvoigt et al., 2007) 
 

image reference: 
http://photon-
science.desy.de/research/studentsteaching/sr_and_fel_basics/fel_basics/tdr_spectral_c
haracteristics/index_eng.html 
http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=2100&image_no=DE0057 
http://photon-
science.desy.de/sites/site_photonscience/content/e62/e189219/e187240/e187241/e1
87242/infoboxContent187244/f2_eng.pdf 
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